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GOLD LEAF AI\D GOLD FOIL
/-l OLD LEAF IS NOT NEW, in fact, it was used at

I l.least 5,000 years ago when craftsmen were aware
\J of its great malleability, tbat is, its ability to be

beaten out thi::Iy. The Egyptians were some of the earliest
practitioners a.s exemplified both by tomb illustrations of
goldbeaters working with gold founders, as well as many
surviving gilded objects. Probably in every area where
native gold was found, the same lsghniques were devel-
oped as it was common in Israel, Rome, Greece, India,
Korea, Qhine 6dJxpanto saynothing ofAfricaand South
America.

ln the twelfth century AD, Theophii* gru. the fust
written account of gold leaf making and apart from a few
details, it is the same as the procedure used today. It is still
a hand craft, although a cast iron hammsl haq lsphssd ths
rounded stone the Egyptians used and a little machinery
has been introduced to reduce the mechenical effort. It is
still very much an art.

Modem batch production begins with casting an ingot of
pure gold containing small amounts of silverand copperto

modiff the colour. The ingot, measuring approximately
280 x 40 x l3mm, is first forged to the necessary width,
then rolled with intermediate annealing to a nbbon 40m
long and 25pm thi ck ( I pm is one thousandth ofa millimetre.
For comparison, a sheet of bond photo copy paper is I 0 0 pm
thick).

The ribbon is cut into squares and 200 are put i:r a'cutch'
which is a brmdle of the gold interleaved with squares of
vellum and wrapped in bands of parchment. The chief
source of the vellum and parchment rn the UK is the
ft6rrsand5 of old properry deeds which axe now superflu-
ous in these days of computerised registation. The packet
is beaten by hand for 30 mi:rutes with a goldbeater's
hammer which is rather like a bookbinder's hammer,
except that it has two slightly rounded faces and a shorter
hendls. They weigh from tbree to eight kilograms. Gold
beattng is a very skilled art and it takes a minimum of one
year for a beater to become really proficient. Skilled
beaters can tell by the 'feel' ofthe bammer just what pattem
of beating should be used at any time and also which
weight and shape of hammer to use.
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After the fust 30 minutes beating, the gold extends to the
limits of the cutch and these 100mm pieces are quartered
a:rd placed in a second cutch. This time the gold is
zupported by Montgolfier pap€r, made by the same firm
whose owners developed the fust hot air balloon in 1783,
and wrapped in parchment bands.

After a further 30 minutes beating, the sqtrares have again
spread to l00mm and are 6pm thick. They are quartered
and this time, 800 pieces are put in a 'shoder' in which they
are interleavedwith goldbeater's skins. These do not come
from deceased goldbeaters, but are achrally fts linings of
ox intesrines. Beating continues for an hour, by which time
the thickness is reduced to l.5pm, quart€red again and
beaten to 0.49n. At this stage, quart€ring is a very delicate
operation and the (women) operators need a fine touch to
cut the leaf with a skewing lorife and pick it up with
boxwood tweezers. An even more delicate handling is
necessary when the foil is transferred from the shoder to a
'mould'consisting of 1200 very thin sheets of goldbeaters'
skins, l30mm squaxe, having fust been quartered with a
'wagon'. This resembles a small sledge made of a light
boxwood frame carrying pieces of malacca sharpened to
give a cutting edge. The gold will not stick to it ard it cuts
cleanly.

The mouid must be specially prepared for the leaf by
clsnning the skins on either side with calcined gypsum
powder known as brime'which is applied with the hind
foot of abare. Itwas tradihonally thoughtthat only the foot
ofan Arctic hare would achieve the necessary slsaning
actron and even spread of the brime, so it was sometling
of a calamity when the supply of Arctic hares dried up
during the Second World War. Fortunately, after some
research, it was found tbat a Scottish hare was a good
zubstitute, and that is what is used today. (fhis is all
TRUE!)

After some initial preparation of the mould, the leaves are
beaten for approximilely 4Yz hours, by which time they
bave reached their final thickness of 0.1 or 0.05pm.

The fi.nal leaves are removed, cut into 80mm squares with
the wagon and placed in a book of rouged tiszue containing
25 pieces, or 0.235gram gold per book.

Considering the vast amount of repetitive labour required,
it is not surprising that there have been efforts from
Leonardo da Vinci onwards to mechanise the process,
mostly without success until Cecil Wliley of George M
Whiley Ltd, who make most of the gold in the UK came
up witli x 62ghing in 1928. ffis maghine painstakingly
duplicates the taditional motions of the hand beaters, but
still cannot better 0.lpm thiclness. It would appear that
some lateral thinking is required to tackle the problem
ftom a totally different point of view.

Apart from the human muscular effort required, the other
problem with gold leaf is its extreme delicacy. It cannot be
touched by human hand as it i:rstantly sticks to the skin and
disappears when touched again. It can only be picked up on
a pad of very slightly greased cotton wool and tansfened
to another slightly geasy surface.
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This operation gives seasoned bookbinders an enormous
amount of personal satisfaction and I am sure it is one of
the reasons they preferworking with gold leaf to any other
method of decoration. I know I do.

The problem of handlipg gold leaf on a commercial scale
was overcome early rn the century by the introduction of
tr"nsfer gold leaf ia which gold leaf squares were laid side
by side on a strip of waxed pap€r some 20#r long. This
was made necessary by the fashion for putting gold lines
on the sides of railway carriages and other vehicles. The
area to be gilded was painted with a gold siz€ - a thin glue -
and the roll of gold, inserted into a hand tool, was run along
it uader light pressure causing the gold to be hansferred
from the wax to the size.

About 1914, the bookbinding industry became interested
in tansfer gold and applied a size, in this case shellac, to

the gold before the ribbon
was wound onto the spool.
Shellac was necessary zN a
size because it is heat sensi-
tive and sticks the gold to
the leather or cloth. Figure I
shows a cross-section ofthe
bookbinders' stamping foil,
which in ess€nce is still the
same today, though many

different cariers bave been used zuch as glassiae paper,
cellulose acetate film and now, l2pm polyester. The
release layer, which was originelly wil, is now one of
many different materials selected for various applications.

The gold is no longer beaten foil, but is vaporised onto the
release layer by vacuum evaporation in a continuous
process. (Figure 2). The surface finish by this means is

Carrier and
release layer

Figure 2

greatly influenced by the surface finish ofthe carrier, so it
is possible to get really bright, or more suMued, dull gold,
both of which foils are available to Australian bookbind-
ers. The arlhesive is now a heat and pressure sensitive
polymer which can be selected for particular use.

As mentioned above, most of the UK gold is made by
George M Whiley Ltd who was responsible for not only
introducing a gold beating mach i n s, f u1 also developed the
vacuum lgshnique. In Australia" gold ofequal quality is
made by Wm Ashcroft of Melbourne under their 'Stag'
brand. Mrs Huggard of that firm assures me tbat a/I their
gold beating is done by hand, as is all the cuffing, which is
done by extremely skilled women. She says, "We regularly

Figure 1. Sectionthrough
gold leaf or gold foil.
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check-weigh a book of gold leaf by emptying it on to the
gold scales and then the senior girls can replace this 'heap'
of gold into the book without losing a single sheet using
only the boxwood tweezers".

After considering this ancient product of civilisation,
bearing the tradition of centuries, it is a real anticlimax to
realise that most bookbinders settle for 'gold' which is
aluminium foil, made by the same vacuum deposition
process, anodised and dyed to look like gold- It isn't, so if
you are a purist, stick to the real thing!

-f WAS RECENTLYASKEDtorepaira:r lM8 bookof
I funchmryazines whichhad comptetely qolit inhalves

Ithrough the scrim and the paper lining. The cloth spine
hed disappeared, but each half was firmly fixed to the
boards and showed no wear at the joints. Punch came out
in six-monthly volumes, Jan - June a:rd July - Dec, so my
book was Vols 8 and 9, and the split hed occurred neatly
between the two volumes where there were traces of what
appeared to be old starch paste tipping the two together.

I removed the two halves from the boards notiag that they
were held on only by scrim and the endpapers with no sign
offrayed out cords and, ofcourse, no tapes, as tape sewing
had not been introduced at that time. I put each half in the
lying press between rough boards and removed the spi:re
linings - ablue/grey paperand scrim - with flourpaste. This
was easy as the spine had been liberally coated with hot

animal glue. I then found
that the sections had been
sewn on three sunk cords
with the ends of the cords
(slips) glued back on the
spine. This was a very com-
mon practice at tbat time as

it was cheaper then fr3yi11g
out the corils and pasting
them inside the boards. Of
course, it also reduced the
strength ofthe joints, but ....
On fitting tle two clean
halves back tcrgether, I found
to my great surprise that aI-
though they fi tted perfectly,
neither the cords nor the ket-
tle stitches iined up; in fact,

one cord was more than 1 Omm away from its mar€. @i gue I )

After much reflection, I could oniy conclude that each
volume was s€wn separately in the normal way. if the
customer wanted one volume per book, then that was the
way they were bound. If he wanted two volumes per book,
then the bookbinder merely chopped off the inn61 slip5,
tipped the two volumes together with paste, rounded and
backed it, lined the spine with scrim and paper, and
proceeded with gilt ail-round edges and gold blocked case.
The book must have split at a very early stage, resuiting
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References:
South Afrtcan Mining Sumqt, No 95, 1979.
International Gold Corp : Gold B ullain, Vol I 2 No 4,

October lO79
Private commtunication from Mrs B Huggard,

Wm Ashcroft, Oakieigb, September 1996.

June McNicol.
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in verylittle stress onthe joints and I suppose it islucky the
two helves were reasonably undamaged.

Having solved that problem, the next one w.u; how to get
the two halys5 back together so that they looked as if they
had always been one, especially a.s there was no need to
resew them. There is a very neat way of doing this which
can be used if a book splits into a small number of sections,
but only if the rest of the cords and sewing are sound.

Take athin needle and some fine, strong thread. I use one-
core lhen thread, but crochet cotton or polyester cotton
would do. Mark offa line of dots 3mm in from the edge of
the spine, and about l5mm apart. With a thin awl, make a
hole ftom each mark at 45" and sloping down towards the
far end of the book. It should come out on the spine about
3mm from the edge. Tie the thead through the first hole,
then overcast the edge through the holes to the other end
and fie off. @igure 2) The tbread should not be loose, but
do not puil it too tightly as it can cut tbrough the paper,
particularly ifit is old.

Do the same to the other half and then tip them together
with a line of PVA which should just cover the overcasting.
Make sure all four edges of the book are in perfect

registration then put the book in the lying press between
rough boards. Rethread the needle and catch the top rwo
oversritches together and tie a firm knot. Proceed down the
joint, catching each pair together with aknot and finish off
at the other end with a double knot. (Figure 3)

It was not feasible to tease out the glued-down slips which

REPAIRING A SPLIT BOOK

Figure I
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were too short anyway, so the
best thing to do was to tack on
some exta tapes using the fol-
lowing method:

Glue on a tape next to each sunk
cord but leave the part over the
fust and last few sections un-
glued. Using a two-core linen
tlread, repeat the sewing in the
third section, sewing all along
and leaving a 60mm thread
sticking out of the spine at the
kerf. Go i:rto the second sec-
tion, but before pulling the
thread tight, put a bookbinder's
needle underneath it. This pre-
vents the thread falling into the
kerf where it would be difficult to hendle. Sew up the
second section over the tapes as before and tie the thread
to the sticking-out t?il with a reef knot. Go into the first
section and sew all along, coming out at the kerf. Withdraw
the bookbinder's needle from under the previous thread.
This shouldprovide atinyloop intowhichit shouldbe easy
to mske a double keule stitch before cutting the end of the
tbread to about 30mm. Repeat for the other side of the
book. (Figure 4)

It will probably be advisable to back the shoulders to make
them crisp and even, necessary at this stage because it is
very difficult to s€w on sections when they are bent over
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at 90" at the joint. As the tapes have been glued only to the
centre sections, the outer sections are free to move during
the backing operation. Push some PVA under the loose bits
of tape to make them stick to the spine as well as possible,
then line the sprne as usual with scrim and l<raft paper.

Ifthe book is old and obvious tapes would be incongruous,
use fibre tapes Samieband). The ends of these can be
teased out and pasted inside the boards so that they look
just like frayed-out sunk cords. Ifthe book is not going to
be used much, it may be enough just to glue the tapes over
the back, but do this after rebasktng as the back cennot
stretch once the tapes are glued on.
On the other hand, if the book is large aad is going to be
used more often, it will be necessary to sew the extra tapes
on more securely. Start in the centre of the spine at the kerf
and leave a long tail. After sewing the centre section, pass
over several sections before selecting another one for
sewing. ln this way, zig-zag towards the shoulder reducing
the spacing as you go, but make sure you sew the last three
sections as above. (Figure 5)

It is necessary to make kettle stitches only on the last
section. When one side of the bqok is completed, turn it
around, thread the long tail and sew ttre other side. Reback
and line the spine a.s usual.

June McNicol.
Tarragindi, QId.

Figure 3

The sewing is diagnmmatic and
dos not show thc teps.

Put needle

SOLA]\DER CASES

TTtlE SOLANDER CASE, or drop back book box,

I consists oftwo trays, one ofwhich fits into the other,
I mounted in a cover like a case binding. (Figure 1).

It provides a safe dust-proof 6sans of storing and protect-
ing books, manuscripts and prints. Large boxes should be
constructed from ply wood, but for smaller sizes, good
results can be ted using grey board, acid free lining and
good quality buckram outside. Most importantly, all meas-
urements should be perfectly accurate and all boards
should be cut square and true.

t2
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First measure the size of the proposed contents - length,
width and depth and add 2mm to the fust two measure-
ments. Start the construction of the two trays, beginning
wi& the inner one, wng24oz (2mm) board for the base
aad32ozQ.Smm) forthe walls. Take the measurements of
the contents to mark off the fs5s, adding the thiclness of
the two 32oz boards plus nvo pieces of the lining material
to both the length and width. Cut four pie ce s of 3 2oz board
to match the depth of the contents pius lmm. The long wall
should be the length of the base, and the short walls the
width of the contents plus 2mm. These are then mounted
along the top edge of the base using either PVA or contact
cement. (Figure 2)

.higure 2

The fourthwall is optional, but may be used depending on
what is to be kept in the case. Ifthere is to b€ no fourth wall,
the width of the base board should b€ that of the contents
plus 2mm, plus one 32ozboafi and one lining.

Next, line the inside walls of the tay with the lining
materid. starting with the longest side and cutting the
material 2mm longer so that a small tum-in is obtained at
each corner, and a turn-in of 5mm to give a neat finish on
the base of the tray. Follow the same procedwe with the
lgmeinin g walls. A cut of 45' on the base of each piece will
reduce the build-up in the corners. (Figure 3)
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Cover the outside of the hay with buclaam, allowing
l5mm turn under and approximately 1Omm more then fts
height ofthe walls. The buckram shouldbe long enough to
go right round the tray in one piece. A line drawn l5mm
from the edge will provide a usefi.rl guide to mounting it.
Starting withthe longestwall, apply glue (PVA/paSe mix)
tothe sideofthe tray, place inpositionandrubthe buclaam
down well. Make a 90' cut at each corner to assist the turn-
in. Trim the top of the buckram back to 7mm to provide for
the tum-in. Care should be taken to cut the turn-in at each
corner to the thickness ofthe sides ofthe tay and provide
tabs. (Figure 3). Continue the covering along the lsslain-
ing sides and at each corner make the cuts as in Figure 3.
Turn in the buckram along the base aad glue down. Glue
the two tabs at each corner and turn down along the tops of
the walls, crossing one over the other. Turn the buclram
overthe tops of the walls. If it has been cut accurately, the
cut edge will lie exactly along the corner of the tray. Cover
the exposed fourth edge ofthe base with apiece ofbuclram
2 Omm wide, and we are now ready to make the second tray.

Proceed as before, taking the measurements from the first
tray and adding 2mm to each length and breadth plus the
thickness of two 32oz boards and two pieces of buclcam
for the length, and one piece ofboard and one piece for the
width. The walls should be I . Omm wider than the hei ght of
the walls of the first tray. Construct as before a three-sided
tray to be covered with bucham. Cut the buckam in one
piece io cover the three sides, allowing for the tum-ins.
This time, the buclram covers the inside of the walls and
rurns onto the base of the tray. The width of the buclram
wil be twrce the height of the walls, plus 20mm, which
allows for 5mm tum-in on the base. Treat the corners as
before.

The two hays can now be completed by lining the base of
each with acid free material.

Idake the outer cover from two pieces of 32oz board,
t^king the lenglh and breadth of the outer tray, plus 6mm
to the length and 4mm to the breadth. Make a spine of equal
length of the boards aad the width ofthe space between the
two boards when placed over the trays. Bevel the three
outer edges ofthe boards, and dso the head and tail of the
spine piece and cut the buclram to cover as in Figure 4.

Tabs to be exactly
the width of the board

Spacers

Figure 4
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Laminate a32oz and 24oz board to be used as a spacer
between the boards and spine piece when mounting. Apply
mix !o the bevelled side of each board and spine piece,
place in positiou on the buclcam, separating them with the
spzrc€r, tum over and rub down well. Cut a piece of
buclcam 40mm wldsp th an the open i n g between the boards
and glue to the inside of the cover, working the joints in
well with abone folder. Complete the coverby turning in
the edges ofthe buclram as for a book cover.
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The finished cover should be laid flat and placed under
weights overnightto dry.To assemble, fust glue the inner
tray to one side of the cover using PVA and place under
weights for at least fow hours. Glue the base of the outer
tay, place it over the one already mounted and close the
cover. Open out, place weights in each tray and leave for
at least four hours.

Ken Bishop.
Brisbane, Queensland.

FINELY COI\SERVED FINELY BOI.IND
Today's Bindings on Antiquarian Books and Documents

An International Exhibition of Fine Conservation Bindings

A pamphlet witten by Jeen D6rens, Conservqteur Giniral, de ls Bibliothique Histoique de la Ville de Pais was
forwaded Dy John Tsnkin, Manuka ACT, which is rcpruduced infull for the benefit of rcaders.

ANTHE WORLD OF DESIGN BINDING come
together with the world of conservation of anti-
quarian books? Can we save aJl antique book or

document with a binding that uses not only good conser-
vation tecbniques but also contemporary desip aesthetics?

To encourage research in this field, to explore recent
developments, and to inform the public at large, the Bib-
liothique Historique de la yille de Paris is organising an
intemational exhibition of fi:re conservation bindings. This
exhibition will take place in Paris from 15 May to 31
July 1999.

A fi:re conservation binding is a homage paid to a valu-
able document. A binding of our time, bringing together
conservation practices and aesthetic requirements, is an
intelligent combination of old and new lsshniques that
neither follows contemporary fads nor imitates old styles.
It offers good conservation and safe handling, without
neglecting the visual and tactile pleasure of the reader.

Considerable progress haq been made inthe past few years
in the field of conservation. Today, few ignore such
problems as the acidity of materials, or tie technical
requirements indispensable for storage, use or exhibition
of documents. In the field of bookbinding the needs of
both curators and bibliopbiies have grown considerably.
Flexibility, ease of handling, a flat opening, for example
are increasingly becoming familiar notions. ln the future,
one will reconsider the use ofadhesives and no longer cut
even a small part ofthe original pages ofpre-20th century
books or fold their signatures by backing.

lnteresting research hes already been done in several coun-
tries and certain satisfactory solutions already exist; other
solutions, however, have yet to be found. Conservation
bookbinding practices abound but they are rarely associ-
ated with modern aesthetics compatible with the spirit of
antiquarian books and with a good understanding of the
specific needs of each item.

Many books or documents which have not or which no
longer have a binding could be waiting for such treatment
in the archives, libraries, bookshops or on private book-
shelves. There are, perhaps, documents which pose one
or more specific problems - single section, large sizes,
excessively thick si gnatures, si gnatures of different sizes,
pamphlets, etc.

The aim ofthis exhibition is to show what kind ofbindings
today's bookbinders can imagine for them. An illustrated
catalogue of the exhibition will show all the appropriate,
practical, or perbaps, unexpected or surprising solutions
that might s€rve as examples.

If you are interested in this exhibition - whether you are
bookbinder, restorer, conservator, librarian, archivist,
bookseller or bibliophile - if you already poss€ss bindings
which could be made part of this exhibition, or if you
intend to make one for it, please write to: 

.

Francoise Coubage, Conservateur en chef
BibliothEque Historique de la Ville de Paris
24ruePwde 75004 Paris. (fax 01 42.74.03.16)

AN ALE-SODDEN BOOKBINDER

TN THE EIGIIIEENTH CENTIJRY, when the punuit

I of book-collecting was almost approaching to the
Inature of a mania" a great want was felt of an artist
capable ofproviding suitable habiliments for the treasures
of literanre - of constructing caskets worthy of the jewels
which they enshrined. At this eventful crisis, as Dr. Dibdin

informs us, "Roger Payne rose like a star, diffi:sing lustre
on all sides, and rejoicing the hearts of all true sons of
bibliomania."

The individual who couid excite zuch lively enthusiasm
was simply a bookbinder, but of such eminence in his art,
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as to render all his works exceedingly valuable. For taste,
judicious choice of ornament, and soundness of workman-
ship, Payrre was unrivalled in his day, and some maintain
that he has never been equalled in zubsequent times. But
whatever lustre Roger may bave diffrrsed, it was his
hanfivisil( alone; in p€rson he was a filthy, ragged, ale-
sodden creature, with a foolish, and even fierce indiffer-
ence to the common decencies of life. His workshop was
a deplorable filthy den, rmapproachable by his patrons;
yet, when he waited on his distinguished employers, he
made no alteration in his dress. The Countess of Spencer's
French maid fainted when she saw zuch a specimen of
humanity in conversation with her mistress.

In spite of his eccentric habits, Payue might have made a
forone by his business, and ridden in a carriage, as finely
decorated as the books he bound. The rock on which he
split was the excessively ardent devotion which he cher-
ished for stong ale. AIe may b€ said to have been meat,
dri:rk, washing, andlodging forthewretched Roger. When
remonstrated with by his friends and patrons, and told that
sobriety, like honesty, was the best policy, and the only
road rhlt led to health and wealth, he wouid reply by
cbanting a verse of an old song in praise of his favourite
beverage, thus:

All history gsthers
Fr o m anci ent for efat hers,
That ale's the true liquor of ltfe;
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Men lived long in health,
And preserved their wealth,
Wilst barley-broth only was ife.

Roger described his fine workmanship in a bill for binding
presented to Dr. Mosely, his personal physician:

Harmony of the World by Haydon: London 1642.
Bound in the very best manner; the book sewed in the
very best manner withwhite silk, very strong, and will
open easy; very neat and strong boards; fine drawing-
paper inside stained to suit the colour ofthe book The
outsides finished in the Rox,-Crucian tasta - very
correct measared work The inside finished in the
Druid tast€, wirlr Acorns and SS. studded with Stars,
&c., in the most significant manner. So neat, strong,
and elegant as this bookis bound, the binding is well
worth I 3s., and the inlaying thefrontispiece, cleaning
and mending, is worth 2s. To Dr. Mosely's great
goodness, I am so much indebted, that my gratitude
sets the pice for binding, inlaying, cleaning, and
mending at... {.0 l0 6

@oger Payne died peacefully drunk in 1797.)

From Robert Chambers: The Book of Day*
London and Edinburgh: W. & R Cbambers, Ltd., 1865.

MY BLOCKING PRESS

Jonrthan FaIk, amemberofthe NSW Guiltl of Craft Bookbinders andtownplanner/transport engineer (retired), recently
completed the three year part-ime course in Book Restoration and the one year Attainment in Fine Bindings Restoration
at the Sydney lrctiute of Technologt GAFE). An old gas-fired blocking press became available at d recent Guild sale
doy and the author gives this desciption ofits restoration.

IKE MAI.ry OTHERHOBBYIST BOOKBINDERS
I yearn forequipment thatis compact, effective and
ec,onomical. The NSW Guild sale days have al-

lowed me to acquire several hand tools and pieces of
equipment that I could never have hoped to fi:rd on my
own. Last year, I hnd a particular coup when the NSW
Guildwas selling anold out-of-service gas-fued blocking
press.

A blocking press would be particularly useful to me for
both gold lettering and applying patt€ms onto the spines
and covers of bools. A new press was never zur option - I
am told they start at around a $ 1 ,000 and take up quite a bit
of space. From scenning boththe Sydney Morning Herald
classifieds and,the Trading Posr, it is obvious that second-
hand ones are very scutrce; the Guild appaxently has had
less tban one a year to sell.

Home-made presses, 121;[s1 then ones from specidist
manufacturers, exist but any replacement parts need to be
made or adapted from other uses. So the home-made gas-
fired blocking press which the Guild had obtained from
Canisius College, Pymble, with only it seemed connecti:rg
pipes missing, was somewhat of an orphen sndhence both
an opporhrnity and a challenge for me. It looked as if it was

50 to 80 years old and despite some probable earlier use,
it appeared to have been left unused for most of its time.

The consEuction of the press was rather unusual. The
plaen, relative to the chase, was very large. The platen is
305mm between posts and 3lOmm deep, allowi:rg ci$es
for the normal novel or text book to easily lie between
them. The operating hnndts, which tr:ms the eccentric
cams to raise the platen towards the chase, is well outside
the posts and hence there is no likelihood of knocking the
work when using it. The platen does not have a sliding
component but I have not found th^t to be a problem.

The chase in comparison is quite small (64mm between
bars tbat are 73mm wide) and unusual in only having two
edge bars. I have not found this a disadvantage as I prefer
to block titles across spines, and the platen size is 5ug[ rhat
cases requiring lettering along the spine could be placed
sidewards. It wouldnot be difficult to get a se cond Qarger)
cbase made to fit the same dovetail slide. The dovetail is
an attractive feature as it provides more positive alignment
than the square or rectangular slides that most hobbyists
seem to find easierto make. Whilst old, the chess is lgvsl
and has not required surFdc€ grinding.
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Chase
max length 64mm

x Z3 width

Rising platen
4lOmm x 305mm

MOROCCO BOUND

Io hose,
regulator and

g3s boule
+

Lever handle
470mm long

DOWN

Cam roller
56mm dia

(For
blocking)

General Section from Lever Side

Linesmarkedon the edge barsare animportant aidto show
the centre-line as this allows me to set the type, lines and
desigrs consistently on the centrd axis. My type is all
second-hand, a mixture of monotype and foundry type,
somefimes obtainable from local printers who have ceased

letterpress types€tting. I also get type from the Australian
Type Company in Melbourne. I have Times Roman in

The author's "restored" blockingpress showing the details
of the gasfitting connections and the trolley mountingfor
"wheeling-out" access. Photo: Jonathan Falk

May 1997

Gas heating unit

506mm

General Long Section from Gas-inlet Side

point sizes from 8 to 18 and find that these coupled with a
small range of desip blocks and lines, meet my needs.
Brass typ€ would naturally be nicer, but 8 to 10 trmes more
expensive.

Quoins, spacers ard fundture can be 6fteingd, luf it seems
keys for the quoins iue rare. My solution here was to
purchase a socket head spanner and grind the hexagon end
of the short ann to fit the square quoin slot. This gives me
all the leverage I want and is a good qualiry steel item.

The chellenge lay in getting a gas zupply and connection
and adapting the equipment for use. For the latter, I
purchased a2/4 tolley at my local hardware store so that
the press canbe wheeledoutofmy small shedintothe open
air where gas burning is not a bazzrd. My local plumber/
gasfitter hed a few ideas on fixing the heating but I got
advice from the teachers at the Bookbinding Section at
Sydney TAFE and also from my local hardware store. The
teachers zuggested connecting a gas bottle via a regulator
!,xsluding time to look for ways to fix the heating, the
actual componentsandthe originel presshave costme now
about 5200 plus aaother S50 for the trolley and much the
same forthe mapetic dial thermometer. I am very pleased
with that cost and with the finish it lets me achieve.

Good hunting for other members who wish to make
56msthing similar or to resurrect a press they may find. I
bave made drawings of my pre ss if anyone wouid like to try
to make one themselves.

UP
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Chase

attached to underside
of platen

56mm dia x 30mm width

Gas heating unk


